126 garbed figure that, as Laoutaris notes, strikingly resembles the sympathetic Pilate of Titian' s Ecce Homo, itself a rendering of Vesalius' s humanist friend Pietro Aretino, who scandalized Europe with his sonnet sequence accompanying the pornographic plates of the infamous I modi (The Positions). While a transgressive eroticism implicit within the science of anatomy would seem to fit oddly with the sober doctrines of Lutheran Wittenberg, both of them shared an impulse to dismantle the received authorities of the Galenic and Catholic past, respectively. The "step-bystep revelation of inward depravity" (52) revealed in the diseased organs exposed in an anatomy theater provided a powerful analogue for Melanchthon' s project of spiritual self-examination. From these materials-satiric, erotic, reformist-Shakespeare constructed a Hamlet who adopts an "' antic disposition'" to find out truth, as God' s "' scourge and minister '" (64) . Hamlet focuses especially on the female reproductive body: on Ophelia, whose conception of a fetus (like the maggots bred in a "' dead dog'" [70]) would not be a blessing, and especially on Gertrude, for whom this satirist-son would "' set up a glass'" in which she would see her "'inmost part'" (73). But neither Ophelia nor Gertrude confess the truth within their souls. Finding no certain knowledge in the maternal body, Hamlet "dramatises the failure of this satirical posture" (79). The pregnant female body that serves as a locus of truth in the theater of anatomy cannot resolve the deeper mysteries of existence.
If chapter 1 moves toward explaining the distinctive tonality of Hamlet, chapter 2 does much to account for the pervading tone of wonder evoked in The Tempest, a play whose repetitions of words "rare," "curious," and especially "wonder" link it, as Laoutaris perceptively argues, to the wonder cabinet in which travelers gathered curiosities. Fashionable among the elite, underground grottos-constructed, for example, by the famed Huguenot engineers Salomon and Isaac de Caus-functioned as expanded wonder cabinets, filled with shells and exotic natural wonders. The complex hydraulic systems channeling water through these grottos made visible a conceptual link between the fluid maternal body and the waters of the earth that became part of the professionalization of the discipline of natural history. Francis Bacon was one of a number of early moderns who claimed that the chaotic reproductive forces of nature, like those of the maternal body, needed to be classified and regulated. This necessary control of nature depended on the management of water: stagnant water produced monstrous creatures such as frogs, newts, and vipers; flowing water produced more beneficial life forms. This insight was thought to be essential for the project of profitably colonializing the New World.
This concern with water and consequent life forms is very present in The Tempest. Prospero' s mastery over the island was enabled by Caliban' s willingness to share his knowledge about its water, its "'best springs'"; as Loutaris perceptively notes, Caliban' s subsequent description of "nature' s curiosities"-its crabs, pig-nuts, marmosets, filberts, scamels (132)-sounds much like the specimens likely to be displayed in a Renaissance wonder cabinet. Trinculo' s mistaken identification of Caliban as a hybrid fish evokes the urge to classify species that was undertaken by the Lincean Academy founded for the study of natural history a few years earlier.
Caliban' s freckles classify him according to a different knowledge, one dependent on 127 a homology between the maternal and nature: he is the product of a womb too full of stagnant menstrual blood ("' standing periods '" [134] ). As with Hamlet, The Tempest generally resists, rather than adopts, the ideology of the professional discipline it evokes. Following recent studies of this play, Laoutaris observes that Prospero is not The Tempest' s final authority, which finally unsettles rather than affirms his descriptions of Caliban. In the process of exposing the flaws in an ideology at the core of the evolving discipline of natural science, The Tempest also undercuts the colonialist project.
Chapters 3 and 4 are less of a surprise than the first two chapters. Much has been written about the witches in Macbeth. Laoutaris affirms that in this play witchcraft presents "an inverted or corrupted form of maternal nurture" (163); the play enacts Macbeth' s "impossible fantasy of escape from the pernicious influence of the maternal body" (183); political power is rendered fragile by its dependence on women' s reproductive bodies. While some of these points may have been the subject of debate, they are not unfamiliar. The primary new material that Laoutaris brings to the fore is archaeological. New excavations have increasingly revealed the extent to which countermagic was used in early modern households in, for example, the burial of witch bottles in thresholds. Buried upside down, sometimes with hair or nail parings thought to belong to a suspected witch, these bottles constituted a form of sympathetic magic: the pain they caused the witch by stopping up her urinary tract prevented further mischief. While the insights may be familiar, the presentation of a "maternalised basis of witchcraft" (185) adds a sense of contemporary urgency to this play, as well as an understanding that its images of blood and cauldrons may be more than metaphorical. This form of knowledge essential to the professionalization of demonology and its witch-hunters finally fell, according to Laoutaris, under the increasing weight of the need to prove allegations of witchcraft through physical evidence.
Chapter 4 situates Antony and Cleopatra in terms of a contested movement concerning funeral monuments. Designed primarily to transfer patriarchal title and wealth, the traditional heraldic funeral did not allow substantial space to the affective responses of mothers. Similarly, the heraldic tombstone presented the figures of the deceased as supine, looking upward rather than out toward the viewer. In the heraldic funeral and its monuments, women were primarily vehicles for passing down inheritance along male lines. In the early seventeenth century, a new fashion in tombstones showed women looking outward, appearing as they had in life, often in maternal roles. This chapter presents photographs of several tombstones, such as that erected for Elizabeth Hoby Russell at Bisham, Berkshire (Figure 4 .12), to make this point effectively. This seemingly minor change represented a major cultural shift. This culture of memorialization provided ways to attain honor and distinction beyond the heraldic discourse of lineage. Defeating Caesar' s plan to confirm his patriarchal authority, Cleopatra manages a final scene displaying her "'infinite variety' of dying postures," including that of a good mother (259). Cleopatra' s affirmation of "her inherent, her natural nobility" (254) is more than a response to a contemporary contest over tombstones; it depicts a conflict in the meanings of a woman' s life, in how she should be remembered after death. The only slight criticism I might make concerning this significant and deeply engaging book is the wish for a longer postscript. Only two pages long, it concludes that the maternal body was "not historically passive . . . but dynamic, active and challenging; not the subject but the agent of history" and that maternities had a "far-reaching impact" on "the disciplines through which we have come to mediate our understanding not only of our origins but of our own human potential" (268-69). These are rousing words, but I am not sure that this optimism is totally earned. As I look at Vesalius' s illustration of a pregnant woman lying on a table in a theater of anatomy, as I think about conceptions of nature based on the woman' s fluid and essentially dehumanized body, as I imagine the unthinking malice directed at the women whose hair was placed in witch bottles, as I remember that Cleopatra was largely defamed rather than admired in this period (except for Shakespeare' s play, Caesar finally won), I don't share this optimism. Instead, I feel a bit sobered about how the need to master women' s maternal bodies was central to knowledge or disciplines, as Laoutaris has so ably demonstrated. Mastery was not, of course, completely achieved, and early modern history is replete with women who showed imagination and agency. Both imagination and agency are inherent in the daunting task of mothering itself. But the tremendous power attributed to maternal bodiesa power that then required such extreme countermeasures to suppress it-came at a terrible price to women and men alike. 
Reviewed by Phyllis Rackin
During the last forty years, Shakespeare' s female characters, especially those who appear in male disguise, have attracted considerable attention, largely because of their relevance to our own concerns about gender and sexuality. To David Mann, this scholarship needs to be refuted because it is ahistorically distorted by present preoccupations. In the end, Mann' s arguments are less than convincing, but some of them raise useful challenges to currently received wisdom about Shakespeare' s female characters.
Mann castigates feminist and gay critics for focusing on Shakespeare' s supposed gender politics, rather than on the ways Shakespeare exploited the cross-dressed convention as a dramatic medium. Ironically, however, Mann' s own argument is heavily inflected by his own gender politics-so much so that his analysis is often reduced to self-contradiction and incoherence. In disputing the validity of feminist criticism, for instance, he insists that in Shakespeare' s theater, neither the male actors who played women' s roles nor the playgoers would have had "any profound commitment to the female character being represented" (202). When female characters are mistreated, he contends, "The cries of fear are not those of real women imaginatively conceived in a situation of any authenticity, but those of cross-dressed
